
My role as a tri-chair has been interesting and rewarding.

During our monthly steering meetings, I always have tons of

fun working together as a group to come up with new

meeting ideas and activities. Even though we have not had a

traditional meeting in some time, helping facilitate the

meetings is always a fun time (even if it doesn't go as

planned due to technology      ).

It's a toss-up between the BioPond and the Fisher Library

materials collection. I love being outside as much as

possible, but some of the materials that the library has are

so interesting I can spend hours talking to the two library

specialists, Christal and Elizabeth, and looking at the

collection. It's a must-do.

DANIELLE 
CAVALCANTO

Currently, I am the Design Coordinator for the Perelman

School of Medicine. I work within the Space Planning &

Operations department. I am responsible for overseeing

furniture design projects along with anything sustainable

related to the School of Medicine.

I love so many, but I think my favorite animal would have

to be a capybara. If you didn't know, they are the largest

rodent in the world and so cute and amazing! If I could

have one as a pet I would. I also consider them my spirit

animal!

Outgoing Tri-Chair

WHAT DO YOU DO AT PENN?

FAVORITE ANIMAL?

FAVORITE CUISINE?

Right now I am really loving Vietnamese cuisine. I have

been ordering quite a bit from the Vietnamese restaurant in

my neighborhood and have been enjoying their bun ga

nuong cha gio.

FAVORITE PLACE ON PENN'S
CAMPUS?

WRITE A NICE MESSAGE TO YOUR
FELLOW ECO-REPS TO START OUT THE
WEEK:

I hope that everyone and their families are staying safe and

healthy. Just remember this too shall pass and one day

we'll wish we were working from home again. Remember

always be positive. Be safe.....stay safe. 

TELL US ABOUT YOUR ROLE AS A TRI-CHAIR
FOR THE ECO-REPS STEERING COMMITTEE:

Penn Eco-Reps


